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Foreword
In 1986, David Budgen was one of the original SEI curriculum module authors. He, with co-author Richard Sincovec, wrote the first version of this module and, in so doing, helped define what a module should be. In the two years since Professor Budgen completed his work, the module concept has evolved, and the detailed modules on design originally envisaged to complement that early module have not materialized. A workshop was convened at the SEI in the spring of 1988 to revisit CM-2 and to devise a plan for better serving the needs of 1 software engineering educators for material on software design. Workshop participants concluded that the original module provided a good basis for a more ambitious introduction and made numerous suggestions concerning the content and organization of a successor. Fortunately, Professor Budgen was able to return to the SEI in the summer of 1988 to make such a revision-really a rewrite-of his module. To do this, the author drew upon his recent experience teaching design, reviewer comments, the recommendations from the design workshop, and the work and methods of other module authors. Although minor revisions remain to be made, this new version of Introduction to Software Design should provide a helpful, insightful commentary on an important software engineering topic.
-Lionel E. Deimel
Senior Computer Scientist, SEI
Introduction to Software Design
The module places strong emphasis upon providing
Capsule Description
an understanding of design as a general problemsolving activity and upon how it differs from the This curriculum module provides an introduction to problem-solving techniques of more established disthe principles and concepts relevant to the design of ciplines. Within this context, it is possible to underlarge programs and systems. It examines the role stand the role of design methods and the limitations and context of the design activity as a form of inherent within them. problem-solving process, describes how this is supported by current design methods, and considers the The design of software is essentially a creative operstrategies, strengths, limitations, and main domains ation, but the designer of a large system usually reof application of these methods.
quires at least guidelines, and preferably a method, to provide a structure for this task. The state of the art is such that this module cannot advocate one design approach alone. Its emphasis, therefore, is on identifying principles. In order to illustrate these, a Philosophy number of methods have been selected as representative examples of the different design strategies in Design is an important activity for all except the use and of the current best practice in software demost trivial of systems. It exerts a major influence sign. Since the module is an introduction to the upon the other phases of the development process, as topic of design, the design methods chosen are only well as upon system maintenance. An understanding described in outline, to a level considered sufficient of design issues and of the techniques available to to illustrate the principles involved. No attempt has assist in producing a design is essential background been made to explain every nuance and special case for the software engineer.
that might arise when using any particular method. This module provides an introduction to the topic of The module contains material needed for a basic unsoftware design, including the following major elederstanding of the design process (and therefore as a ments:
prerequisite for any advanced study of design).
• An explanation of the role of the design These topics might be taught in a software design activity in producing large softwarecourse or as part of an introductory course on softbased systems, together with an introducware engineering. Since an understanding of the istion to the principles that are used to assues and trade-offs that arise in system design resess the quality of a design.
quires an understanding of the structuring of soft-• An introduction to a range of design ware systems, the material in this module should representations, together with a descripalso be considered as a necessary prerequisite to any tion of their uses and limitations. study of system design.
• An explanation of the role of a design
In writing this curriculum module, an effort has been method in the production of a design and made to conform to the general framework for deof the design strategies used in software scribing software development processes and proddesign methods.
ucts introduced by H. Dieter Rombach in his curriculum module Software Specification: A Framework • An introduction to several examples of [Rombach87] . Professor Rombach's module is a design methods and an assessment of useful prerequisite for understanding the terminolotheir strengths and limitations with gy used here. Figure 1 shows the relationships respect to different classes of problems.
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Draft For Public Review 1 among processes and products closely related to software design, using the nomenclature of [Rombach87] . Figure 2 shows a simplified representation of the design process, omitting the inevitable iterative details. This process is concerned with how a system can be built so as to behave in the manner described by the D-requirements product. During the design process, further documents are generated, which in turn provide inputs both to the detailed design and to implementation tasks. The output of the design process is a design product, which is the input to software implementation. 
Objectives
The student who has worked through a complete selection of material from this module is expected to:
• Be able to explain the role of design in the production of software systems and understand the use of abstraction in the design process.
• Be aware of the differences between designing as an individual and as part of a team, and of the need to record the process of decision-making during design.
• Be familiar with the practices and representation forms used in those design methods that represent current best prac- tice, and be able to explain the principles behind each, their principal domains of application, and their limitations (this can be summarized as assessment of the process).
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• Be able to identify methods of assessing the results of the design process in terms of the quality of a design, the extent to which it meets the original requirements, and its likely performance, where appropriate (this can be summarized as assessment of the product).
• Have been involved in a number of exercises that are intended to amplify and illustrate the points made above.
The material of this module is not intended to be sufficient to provide the student with a comprehensive understanding of any particular design method. Rather, he will be able to gain an understanding of the domains of application that are best suited to each method and an appreciation of the trade-offs that occur during the design process. The student should then be equipped to assist a more experienced designer, as the next stage of his learning process, and should have acquired the background that is needed for reading some of the more specialized texts on particular design methods.
Prerequisite Knowledge
The student should already have acquired a fairly thorough knowledge of the techniques of programming-in-the-small and of the use of abstraction, although this module is not directly concerned with implementation. It is necessary for the student to possess a degree of programming experience in order to be able to understand the reasons behind some of the design decisions that need to be made, even where these are at a fairly abstract level. For example, a student undertaking a course based upon this module typically should have written and modified programs of at least 500 lines of source code and should be familiar with such data structures as stacks, linked lists, queues, and trees.
While this module is concerned with both sequential and parallel-processing problems, the student need only be familiar with the basic concepts of parallel processing. That is, the student should understand the concepts of synchronization and mutual exclusion, although he need not be familiar with the usual details of their implementation.
The material of the module requires no specific knowledge of computer hardware, although the student is expected to have some basic knowledge of conventional von Neumann architectures. 
Annotated Outline
specification is regarded as being equivalent to the "D-requirements" identified in .)
I. The Role of Software Design
The purpose of this first section is to identify the role b. Objectives of the design process and objectives of the design process, the context within The objective of the design process is to produce which it takes place, and the products that should result a set of detailed specifications that describe the from it. The material provided is intended to achieve intended form of implementation for the software this purpose, rather than to describe how design is acsystem. These specifications describe both the tually performed.
form (structure) of the solution and the way that the components are to fit together, and so act as a We can also identify some of the constraints and set of "blueprints" that show how the system is to limitations that apply to the design process generally, be constructed. both in terms of the techniques currently available and of our ability to control and manage the process. This c. Design as a problem-solving process information provides much of the background required for understanding the form of the design process.
Design can be regarded as a form of problemsolving process that involves making extensive use of abstraction, including separation of the logical aspects of the design from the physical SEI-CM-2-2.1 Draft For Public Review 5 aspects of the design. Design involves making In practice, there will almost always be a set of choices, often involving tradeoffs between the constraints restricting architectural and other different qualities the designer is seeking to characteristics of the solution produced. Comachieve in his solution. The ultimate criterion pany design practices, standard hardware configumust be that of "fitness for purpose," in that the rations, existing file structures, real-time consolution should not only exhibit the best possible straints, implementation language features, and structure, but must also do the required job as the need to anticipate future changes all restrict well as possible.
the solution space available to the designer. It is important to appreciate that we rarely design anyd. Design as a "wicked" problem thing in total isolation and that some requirements for compatibility nearly always exist. A "wicked" problem has been described as a form of problem where the solution to one of its ash. Recording the process of design pects may reveal an even more serious difficulty. Software design can be considered an example of It is important to record the history of the evoluthis type of problem. See [Peters81] for an intertion of a design, particularly, the reasons for esting discussion of this issue.
making specific choices. This helps both with design audits and with the maintenance task, e. Design as a model-building process since the maintenance designer needs to know why particular choices were made and why other The process of design involves the designer in options were discarded. Unfortunately there is no first building a highly abstract model of the choconsensus about how this recording should be sen solution-which the designer may possibly done. Current design methods do not include it as "execute" symbolically-and then translating this part of the design process, nor do they provide into a detailed structure to act as the blueprint for any specific forms of representation for the purconstruction. It is generally possible to distinpose. Such recording as does occur is likely to be guish between "architectural design" and either by an individual or according to some "detailed design" phases. The former is con-(relatively arbitrary) company practice. cerned with the general structure of a solution. It may be influenced by consideration of the effects i. Design by an individual vs. design by a of factors such as the choice between implemengroup tation using distributed or single processors, the need for compatibility with existing structures,
The process of design is made more complex and likely future developments. Detailed design when more than one designer is involved, since is more concerned with the formulation of the designers need to find a way of "splitting" the blueprints for the particular solution and with problem. A group effort requires that an addimodeling the detailed interaction between its tional process of "negotiation" occur when the components. For a discussion of the importance components of the design are brought together. A of model-building in software design, see good decomposition of design tasks is one that
provides minimal, well-structured interfaces between modules designed by different people.
f. The role of a design method References:
The role of a design method is to provide assis-
Papers:
Adelson85 tance with the model-building and with the transBooks: Abbott86, Birrell85, Fairley85, lation process. A design method can be viewed Jones70, Peters81, Pressman82, as a plan of action based on a set of decisionmaking criteria (the "process" part) and supported Rombach87 by diagrammatic or symbolic forms that aid in 2. Design as a Step in System Development building a particular form of model (the "representational" part). The representations may Design is a major phase in the development of softalso provide a framework that assists with evaluware systems. The forms and roles it takes on in ating the consequences of making particular detwo widely-used production models are described sign choices. It may be necessary to make some here. The prototyping model is especially useful in top-level decisions about the overall architecture the design of interactive systems and expert systems. of a system before applying any method, and a. Relationship of design to other activities some of these decisions will then act as constraints upon the form of the final design.
The role of design is best understood in the context of the other activities involved in producing a g. Constraints on the design process plan of action for the implementation. RequireIdeally, the designer is concerned solely with proments analysis identifies what is needed in a sysducing the "best" possible solution to a problem. It is possible to identify certain properties that we expect a good design to possess in some measure,
(ii) Incremental enhancement model with the balance of emphasis being apportioned This is one role for the use of prototyping (see among these according to the class of problem and below) and is discussed in the same references the needs of the particular application. Identifiable cited for the waterfall model.
features that a design should exhibit include those related to the functioning of the system, such as:
c. Economic factors
• Fitness for purpose-the system must It is important to detect and eliminate errors durwork, and work correctly, in that it should ing design, since the earlier in the development perform the required tasks in the specified process that errors are detected, the cheaper it manner and within the constraints of the should be to correct them. The cost of software specified resources. maintenance is also affected significantly by the
• Robustness-the design should be stable quality of a design. The economic issues of softagainst changes to such features as file and ware production and maintenance are discussed in data structures, user interface, etc.
[Boehm81].
Desirable features include those facilitating maintenance and reuse, including:
d. Roles of prototyping
• Simplicity-the design should be as simple For a fuller discussion of the different ways in as possible, but no simpler. which prototyping may be used for the develop-
• Separation of concerns-the different conment of software-based systems, see the paper by cepts and components should be separated Floyd in [Budde84] . The three main categories of out (related closely to modularity). use identified by Floyd are:
• Information hiding-information about the • Evolutionary-adapting the system detailed form of such objects as data strucgradually to changing requirements, tures and device interfaces should be kept which cannot be determined reliably in local to a module or unit and should not be the earliest stages of development (indirectly "visible" outside that unit. cremental development). The prototype eventually becomes the product.
We can also identify some features that a bad design is likely to exhibit and that will make it difficult to • Experimental-used to determine the read and understand the designer's intentions. adequacy of a proposed solution before Among these are: investing in large-scale implementation. This may involve investigating such
• Having too much retained state informafeatures as performance and resource tion spread around the system. needs, as well as the details of the • Using interfaces that are too complex. human-computer interface. The proto-
• Containing excessively complex control type is essentially "throwaway" code.
structures.
• Exploratory-used to clarify require-
• Using modules lacking functional strength. ments and desirable features of the target system, and to evaluate alternate
• Involving needless replication. solutions. The prototype should be The issues that form the topics of this section are all This principle is widely accepted as a design criterion [Parnas72, Parnas79] and forms a basis for The increasing use of abstraction has been one of assessing a choice of modular structure. Basithe major factors in the development of a more cally, it involves concealing the details of the structured approach to software design. The use structure and forms of certain objects and ensurof abstract objects and operations upon them ing that these can only be accessed by those proneeds to be seen as central to any attempt to procedures provided to implement the operations on duce a well-engineered design. Abstraction althose abstract objects. lows the designer to model logical structures as well as physical structures (or properties as well
d. Completeness as representations).
This is primarily an issue of whether the design b. Modularity meets all of the requirements of the specification, including any real-time or similar operational This can be related to ideas about such issues as constraints. It is largely concerned with the conseparation of concerns and simplicity. Two wellcept of fitness for purpose. established measures for assessing the partitioning of a system into "modules" (which may be e. Design for maintenance implemented as programs, packages, subproSince the maintenance of software usually abgrams, etc.) are cohesion and coupling. Cohesion sorbs greater effort than its production, the design is concerned with the relationships among the eleprocess should recognize the need for future ments making up a module, while coupling is changes and modifications/enhancements of a concerned with the interdependencies between system, as indeed is encouraged by considering different modules. To make practical use of the use of information hiding. Consideration of these, the different forms that each measure can possible future changes also emphasizes the need take must be related to particular implementation for a design to be robust against possible changes. issues, such as the use of global variables. A This issue generally supports the need to use good good description of these measures can be found practices, rather than imposing specific needs, but in .
it may impose requirements upon the detailed (i) Forms of cohesion form of the design, too. See [Birrell85] for a good discussion of these points. Seven forms of module cohesion (sometimes termed association) are commonly recognized.
f. Design for reuse
In order, from highly desirable to undesirable Reuse represents a rather ill-defined and poorly these are: understood area. While the practice of reuse of 1. functional, software components is long-established and can 2. sequential, be extended to include the use of generic forms, the reuse of design in any form is still relatively 3. communicational, new in concept. Ways of organizing for the reuse 4. procedural, of designer experience is quite well-established in 5. temporal, other branches of engineering, but within soft-6. logical, and ware engineering even the reuse of a designer's own experience remains highly domain-depend-7. coincidental.
ent [Adelson85] . Reuse is an issue of concern
(ii) Forms of coupling when considering design methods in detail.
While coupling is more quantifiable than coheg. Assessing a design sion, the terminology used for the descriptions Design assessment is concerned with two major of the main forms may vary a little more. A issues: 8 Draft For Public Review SEI-CM-2-2.1 cerned with establishing the rationale for using a de-• how well the design meets the specifisign method, identifying the general forms that softcation (completeness and correctness) ware design methods have, and explaining the reasons and why no one method can be regarded as being capable • how well-structured the design is of meeting the needs of other than a particular class of (quality).
problems. In addition, any assessment must consider both
Role of Design Methods
• the static structures of the design and For those unfamiliar with programming-in-the-• the dynamic performance of the implelarge, some of the rationale for using a design pracmented system. tice (of any form) may need to be explained. The In order to match a design against the specifieffects upon long-term factors such as maintenance cation, we are able to make use of design reviews should also be emphasised. and expert opinion (see [Yourdon85] ). In order to assess the dynamic aspects, we may also be able a. Reasons for using a design method to use some form of operational model or proto-
The reasons for using a design method need to be type. Where formal methods are used for both made explicit. A design method provides a specification and design, it may also be possible systematic means of organizing and structuring to use mathematical techniques for assessing the the design process, as well as a set of criteria to static issues. assist in making choices. It can provide a checklist of actions, a means of building around particThe assessment of quality is more subjective. Alular principles, and may provide further assisthough some of the same techniques can be used tance through the use of particular forms of nota-(such as design reviews), there is a need for some tion or diagrams. The importance of such an apform of design metrics to support these. Unforproach is particularly significant for larger systunately metrics can only be used effectively with tems, where the use of a method establishes a well-defined design representations, and so there common set of design goals for all the particiare relatively few guidelines available. (See pants. The management benefits of using one or more h. Design verification methods should be emphasised. The use of a Formal methods make use of mathematical tech-"standard" method makes it easier for mainteniques to provide a means of verifying an initial nance designers to model and assess the likely design for completeness and consistency. They effects of any changes they might need to make, supply the formal correspondence between specisince it helps them to understand the ideas and fication and design [Berztiss87] , so that the design models used by the original designer and to build can be verified for completeness and consistency an equivalent model for themselves. During sysagainst the specification. Two of the most widely tem development, the use of a method also eases used approaches are those based upon algebraic the hand-over of a design whenever staff changes forms (such as OBJ-2, [Futatsugi85] ) and the occur, since the new designers need to be able to model-oriented forms (such as VDM [Bjørner82,  reconstruct the necessary models and understand Pedersen88] and Z [Hayes87]). Particular probthe reasons behind particular choices. lem areas for these methods include handling conc. Limitations of design methods currency and the extent of the mathematical knowledge needed for their use.
While a design method helps with the organization of the design process, it does not, in any
References:
sense, provide a "recipe" for producing a design
Papers: Parnas72, Parnas79, Stevens74
for a particular problem. Each instance of the Books: Abbott86, Berztiss87, Berztiss88, design process will be both domain-and Birrell85, Bjørner82, Hayes87, application-specific, and takes place within the Jensen79, Page-Jones80, constraints that the context imposes.
analogy is to think of a design method as being a set of instructions for producing a recipe. There II. Design Practices: General Issues are detailed directions for laying out the pages The material of the next few sections is concerned with and producing the photographs, but little guidance examining the main managerial and technical features as to how much seasoning to put into a particular of the design process. These sections are mainly condish.)
SEI-CM-2-2.1 Draft For Public Review 9 a. Batch systems oriented toward one domain of application, The main feature of a batch system is that all of through the criteria they use and the weightings its operating characteristics are essentially deterthese criteria are given. The user of a method mined when it begins processing one or more data needs to be fully aware of any such underlying streams. Any changes that occur to these characassumptions.
teristics The principal characteristic of a reactive system is tency checking and rigorous transformations.
that it is event-driven, the events being almost alSystematic methods are generally less mathematiways asynchronous and non-deterministic. (A cally rigorous in form, and usually consist of a screen editor is an example of a reactive system.) "process" part describing what actions should be In addition, the specifications of the required reperformed, and a "representational" part that desponses to events often include quite explicit rescribes how relevant structures may be reprequirements about timing. sented. Some systematic methods, such as JSP or SSADM, may be highly prescriptive in nature, c. Concurrent systems while others specify the actions for each step of Such systems are characterized by the use of multhe design process less completely. In general, tiple threads of execution, utilizing one or more the techniques from systematic methods can be processors. They generally require that the proccombined, and can make use of representations ess of design should consider such issues as adapted from other forms, when and as approscheduling overhead, mutual exclusion, and priate.
synchronization of processes in the system.
References:
References: Books: Bergland81, Birrell85, Fairley85 Papers: Bergland81
Classification of Systems
Books: Allworth87, Bergland81, Connor85
When describing problems that are to be "solved"
3. Design Strategies through the use of software-based systems, we often This section aims to identify the general design stratgroup those that possess similar characteristics and egies that underly the different methods discussed in refer to these as a "problem domain." Such a domain the next few sections. At this level, we are only may be very broad (for example, "data-processing concerned with how these methods differ in terms of systems," "real-time systems") or quite tightly-de-"strategy" and with the possible shortcomings or fined (for example, "compilers"). For particular destrengths of the various approaches. sign methods, we also refer to the "domain of application," by which we generally mean the There are two broad strategies that can be adopted. classes of problem for which a particular method is
The first begins with a very abstract description of a well-suited.
Both the "problem-oriented" and solution and gradually refines this to produce a more "solution-oriented" views may be of use to a desigdetailed solution (stepwise refinement). This stratner at different times.
egy is often referred to as a top-down process, and it is essentially requirements-based. The second stratBecause the domains of application for design methegy is based upon modeling the problem domain in ods are ill-defined, it is generally impossible to atsome way, with the purpose of gradually building up tempt to make any "comparative methods" form of a solution by adding features and viewpoints. This evaluation or assessment. However, some general can be considered as a strategy based upon a process scheme of classification of systems may help in disof composition. cussing particular methods, and a scheme of batch, reactive, and concurrent forms is described below.
a. Top-down strategies Many problems will lead to software systems that are a combination of more than one of these clas-
The top-down approach can be considered a sifications, so they should not be considered as "divide and conquer" approach to problembeing mutually exclusive. Real-time and embedded solving and design. The focus of the approach is systems can generally be classified in this way, but functional decomposition. The need for a full unthey involve additional constraints upon size, perforderstanding of the problem at the outset is essenmance, and structure. The use of diagrammatic and textual information to (i) When to stop subdividing represent different viewpoints of a design is an important tool for the designer. While most represenFor any process of subdivision, it is necessary tations are normally introduced within the context of to identify some "atomic" level at which any a particular design method, designers can, and do, further decomposition provides no useful make use of representations in a method-indepenreturn. Designing by stepwise refinement dent manner as a part of the problem-solving procalone lacks any firm guidelines on this issue.
ess. The role of each form should be identified in
(ii) Problems of replication and terms of its level of abstraction, its use for such purrecombination poses as supporting modeling during the earlier stages of design, and for providing "blueprints" in A sequence of refinements is likely to produce the later stages. Indeed, one view of the design some duplication of low-level operations.
"process" is that it consists of a series of Where more than one designer is involved, transformations between "representations." This, in these may prove difficult to recognize, but they turn, suggests a framework for categorizing forms of do need to be resolved.
representation. Figure 3 shows a classification, in terms of their roles, of the forms listed here.
(iii) Use as a preliminary step in other design methods a. Data flow diagrams (DFD)
Top-down design is often be used as a prelimiThese are "directed graphs" in which the nodes nary step in other design methods, especially represent processing activities and the arcs specwhere there is a need to separate concurrent ify the transfer of information between these. components of a system. It may be of value in 
d. Decision tables
The form is strongly oriented to use with the Ada programming language, although it is also useful Used to specify complex decision logic at the with programming languages such as Modula-2. level of detailed design. Some examples are given in [Fairley85] .
i. Finite state machines e. Entity structure diagrams (JSD)
Used to specify operations in terms of sets of inputs and outputs, sets of states, and functions. Jackson's form of Structure Diagram is also used
Can be used at all levels of design abstraction. for modeling the structure of design entities. In [Birrell85] gives some simple examples. particular, it provides information about the timeordering of the actions performed by an entity.
j. Statecharts
See examples in [Cameron83] and [Sutcliffe88] .
Devised by Harel for use in describing large and f. System specification diagrams (JSD) complex reactive system [Harel88] . Their claimed advantage over mechanisms such as Finite State This form is used to represent the network of Machines includes the provision of hierarchy, a processes in a system, and also the communicabrevity of form, and the ability to describe contion links between them. See [Cameron83] and current operations.
[Sutcliffe88].
k. Petri nets g. Entity history diagrams
These are used to model the interactions of con-A form of diagram used in SSADM. data, correlating the data dictionary to the data Mathematically-based languages may be used to flow diagrams, the treatment of aliases, the definifacilitate formal reasoning about the properties of tions in the data dictionary, data structures, data a design.
Algebraic forms such as OBJ-2 flows and data stores, and the implementation of a [Futatsugi85] provide a property-oriented descripdata dictionary are all problems to be dealt with at tion which is based upon the definition of objects this stage. Steps to be performed are: and operations upon them described in terms of
• Describe the data in a logical form. axioms. The model-oriented forms such as VDM
• Describe data structures, data flows, and [Bjørner82, Pedersen88] and Z [Hayes87] use a data stores. description based upon defining objects and operations built from a basic set of pre-defined
• Correlate the data dictionary with the types and their characteristic operations. data flow diagram.
• Data dictionary implementation.
References:
Papers: Bergland81, Harel88, Stevens74 c. Describe process logic Books: Birrell85, Bjørner82, Buhr84,  In this phase, the designer is concerned with deCameron83, DeMarco79, Downs88, scribing the operations involved in the DFD (that Fairley85, Hayes87, Martin84, is, the actions implied by the 'bubbles'). Issues Pedersen88, Peters81, Sutcliffe88, involved are: Yourdon79
• Analyzing and presenting process logic.
III. Design Practices: Design Methods • Control considerations. ysis [DeMarco79, Gane79] and Structured Design
• Changeability considerations/Domain Yourdon79] together form a system of change. design technique based upon decomposition. How-
• Module coupling/Cohesion, binding. ever, they make use of data-flow considerations, rather than being based solely upon function as a
• Transform Analysis. criterion.
• Refining the design, including use of design heuristics.
a. Problem decomposition (SSA)
• Error and exception handling. The analysis step is an initial model-building
• Use of Transaction Analysis. process based upon the use of Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs). These are drawn, expanded • Refine and evaluate DFDs.
• Check DFDs for consistency and for
e. An assessment of SSA/SD data conservation.
(i) Domains of application b. Create a data dictionary
This technique is primarily oriented toward the The Data Dictionary is concerned with recording design of sequential programs, although in the information content of data, rather than with principle there is potential for basing a concurits physical realization. It augments the DFD by rent design upon the DFD. This, together with defining any data forms mentioned in the DFD, the emphasis upon information flow, has led to including data flows, data used within processes, this method being widely used in data processing systems. SEI-CM-2-2.1 Draft For Public Review 13 put, it is quite possible that these may be organ-
(ii) Major strengths ized and structured using different "keys" (an The DFD is readily comprehensible to the end ordering clash) or that one of the streams may user, who can therefore provide direct input to contain multiple record types (which can lead to the design process. The method is generally an interleaving clash). JSP has techniques to help well-documented and is supported by a number cope with these and with some of the other forms of software tools, primarily graphics editors.
of structure clash that occur.
(iii) Major weaknesses d. Program inversion
The steps involved in transform analysis and A simple JSP design assumes a program that transaction analysis appear to draw strongly reads and writes a set of serial data streams. The upon heuristic knowledge and lack clear technique of program inversion is used to reorprocedural guidelines for such operations as ganize the design about one or more of its data locating the central transform. More generally, streams, so as to allow the program to be susthe emphasis is upon data flow rather than upon pended and resumed, to provide a "conversathe encapsulation of data structures.
tional" form of operation.
References:
e. An assessment of JSP Papers: Stevens74 (i) Domains of application Books: Connor85, DeMarco79, Gane79, JSP is used for the design of sequential proLinger79, Myers78, Page-Jones80, grams. Because of the emphasis upon data Yourdon79 structure, it has been used widely for the design The method is highly prescriptive. Hence, difsmaller, largely sequential, problems. It is highly ferent designers can be expected to produce prescriptive in its form. JSD (Jackson System similar designs. Development) extends the philosophy used in JSP into a larger domain of application. Its model is (iii) Major weaknesses based upon a set of disconnected processes.
The method becomes too complex for larger Time-ordering is an important dimension for both systems that have many structure clashes. methods.
f. Extension of philosophy to JSD b. JSP design process
The JSD method makes use of an entity-actionThe main steps in JSP are listed below: attribute model of the world, and this is built up • Describe data streams using structure and connected to the "real" world through a series diagrams.
of well-defined steps and operations.
• Merge these to create the program strucg. Concept of entity-action-attribute ture diagram.
• List operations and allocate to elements
The core of this method involves modeling the in the program structure.
problem in terms of a set of entities and their actions, and of the attributes associated with • Convert the program to text without these actions. In the later steps, the method exconditions. tends the model to include the interactions be-• Add iteration/selection conditions. tween entities, as well as between entities and the world external to the model. It models the timing Note that JSD is still evolving. The form described in [Jackson83] has been revised slightly.
c. Handling multiple inputs in JSP-structure propriate domains of application.
c. Steps involved in object-oriented design (ii) Major strengths
The basic design steps of OOD are: The method is relatively prescriptive for the model-building (analysis) steps. It encourages
• Define an informal strategy for the the use of abstraction and makes good use of problem solution. an "object-oriented" philosophy. While the
• Identify the objects used in the informal later steps are less prescriptive, they still prostrategy. vide a well-defined framework for the proc-
• Identify the operations on the objects esses involved. used in the informal strategy.
(iii) Major weaknesses
• Define the software system architecture and interfaces to the operations. The JSD approach breaks down for data structures and relationships that cannot reasonably
• Iterate the above process as needed. be described in terms of histories of events. The overhead of the method is too large to Teaching Consideration: OOD should be described with the aid of an example. [Booch86] gives some make its use with small problems worthwhile, useful ideas about this.
and learning enough about the method to be able to make full use of it takes a long time. 
d. Limitations/problems in applying
for methods when used in particular domains of appli-SADT takes a data-flow view of what are essencation, and also to identify the current trends in design tially top-down analysis and design activities, practices. using a somewhat individual notation based on 1. Some Assessments of Design Methods actigrams and datagrams. In particular, this method contains a strong project organization eleThis section presents a general assessment of the ment. Some brief but good examples are given in design methods currently in use. The extent to [Birrell85] and [Fairley85] , and a complete and dewhich particular methods encourage the designer to tailed description is available from [Marca88] .
produce designs that are "well-structured," in terms of the generally-accepted design principles, is conb. The Warnier-Orr approach sidered as a useful and important feature to be inWarnier's Logical Construction of Programs cluded in this assessment. Criteria for choosing a (LCP), his Logical Construction of Systems design method for a particular problem classifica-(LCS), and the Warnier-Orr Structured Systems tion, including specific issues that apply to each Design technique all have roots and philosophy class of problems, are considered. similar to those of JSP/JSD. The diagrammatic a. General assessment of methods form used in LCP is somewhat different from that of JSP, but like JSP, this method is highly Considerations for design method assessment: prescriptive in form [Orr77, Warnier80] .
• Design philosophy and selection critec. Stepwise Refinement with Verification ria.
(Mills)
• Prescriptive elements of the method. This method is described in [Linger79] and places
• Suitable domains of applicability. emphasis upon the use of mathematical forms,
• Scope for direct assessment of quality in rather than graphical notations. (It is not a the method. "formal method," in the accepted sense of that term, however.) Both data abstraction and func- 
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Draft For Public Review SEI-CM-2-2.1 b. The use of software tools to support design b. Trends in the development of design methods methods Some current trends are toward using a more balanced approach to problem modeling and also There are a number of tools available for use in toward using a greater degree of mathematical developing designs using particular design methformalism. A relatively new influence is that of ods. Most of these tools are relatively "passive," cognitive science, which considers the modeling in that they provide facilities to support the process from the viewpoint of the modeler and his "representational" part of a method (such as ability to handle particular concepts. Developgraphics editors), without providing any form of ments in imperative programming languages (in support for the "process" part.
Ada, Modula-2, C++) are having significant inc. Selecting appropriate design approaches for fluence on design methods as well.
classes of problems References:
The matching of design methods with design
Papers: Yau86 problems is something of a "horses for courses"
Books: Freeman80 situation, in that selecting the most appropriate method (approach) will depend upon many factors, including
• the nature of the problem;
Glossary
• company/project practices;
• available experience with particular deabstraction sign methods;
A view of a problem that extracts the essential 
cohesion

References:
The degree to which the tasks performed by a Books: Bergland81, Connor85, Freeman80,  single program module are functionally related.
Peters81, Riddle79
Contrast with coupling [IEEE83] .
Trends and Developments complexity
The evolution of design methods should be reviewed, examining the changes that have occurred in
The degree of complication of a system or systerms of criteria used, basic cognitive models, de- may spawn a number of developments that take an idea and expand upon it.
SEI-CM-2-2. A parameter used as a measure of some program data abstraction or system attribute, usually concerned with asThe result of extracting and retaining only the sessing quality. essential characteristic properties of data by demodularity fining specific data types and their associated functional characteristics, thus separating and
The extent to which software is composed of hiding the representation details. See also discrete components such that a change to one information hiding [IEEE83] .
component has minimal impact on other components [IEEE83] . data dictionary product A collection of the names of all data items used in a software system, together with relevant An entity designated for delivery to a user. properties of those items; for example, length of data item, representation, etc. [IEEE83] .
prototype A component of a software development cycle design method that is used for evaluation purposes. For a fuller A systematic approach to creating a design, condiscussion, see [Budde84] . sisting of the ordered application of a specific collection of tools, techniques, and guidelines reactive [IEEE83] .
A form of processing in which the program's operations are determined through interaction exception with external processes. Contrast with batch. An event that causes suspension of normal process execution [IEEE83] .
real-time
Pertaining to the processing of data by a comgeneric software components puter in connection with another process outside System elements that are parameterized in such the computer according to time requirements ima way that they can be used with different data posed by the outside process. This term is also objects without its being necessary to modify used to describe systems operating in convertheir form.
sational mode, and processes that can be influenced by human intervention while they are HIPO diagrams in progress [IEEE83] . Hierarchy-Process-Input-Output diagrams, dereusability veloped at IBM to help represent schemes for top-down software development, and as aids to
The extent to which a module can be used in the documentation of released products. multiple applications [IEEE83] .
information hiding SADT The technique of encapsulating software design Structured Analysis and Design Technique. The decisions in modules in such a way that the two main forms of diagram used with this are module's interfaces reveal as little as possible the actigram and the datagram. For examples, about the inner workings of the module; thus, see [Fairley85, Marca88] . each module is a "black box" to the other modules in the system [IEEE83] .
software life cycle A typical sequence of phased activities that rep-JSD resent the various stages of engineering through Jackson System Development [Cameron83,  which a software system will normally pass.
Sutcliffe88].
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software maintenance
The process of modifying a product after delivery in order to correct faults (corrective maintenance), to improve performance or other attributes (perfective maintenance), or to adapt the product to a changed environment (adaptive maintenance).
SSADM
Structured Systems Analysis and Design Method, derived from work done by Learmonth, Burchett Management Systems (LBMS). See
[Downs88].
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Teaching Considerations
Suggested Schedules Exercises
The material in this module can be taught in differThe most obvious teaching strategy is to single out ent ways, depending on the time available. Table 1 one design method for extended discussion and exat the end of this section presents suggestions for ercises. It should be emphasized, however, that stuthree different schedules. The first requires about 30 dents who have taken a single course based upon lecture hours, as might be available in a full semester this material should not be expected to undertake decourse on software design. The second requires sign tasks requiring the detailed use of any design about 19 hours and might be appropriate for a course method. that combines software specification and design. The third requires about 9 hours, as in a course that surveys many aspects of software engineering.
Worked Examples
The demonstration of various design methods through worked examples is valuable in teaching this material. Three example problems frequently referenced in the literature are the following:
1. Text Formatter. This is a program that reads in one or more files that contain text, together with embedded formatting commands, and generates a nicely formatted output document. It is an example of a straightforward batch process. 2. Library Record Maintenance. This is a program that maintains a set of records on book holdings and issues for a library. In this form, it is both sequential and reactive, but it could be extended to have a concurrent structure. 3. Elevator Control. This is an example of a concurrent system that contains reactive components. It can also be considered as an example of an embedded system.
The value of these examples is enhanced if the students see the same problems as examples of requirements specification, design, implementation, and testing. However, because design methods are optimized for different domains of application, the instructor is advised against seeking to use the same example problem for demonstrating different methods. Where only limited time is available for teaching this material, JSP may provide the most convenient basis for a worked example that is concise and illustrates clearly the use of both the "process" and "representational" components of a design method. A general text on software engineering that is organized as a collection of annotated outlines for Provides a good overview of the software engineertechnical documents that are important to the develing view of system development, supported by an opment and maintenance of software.
overview of a wide range of the techniques that are available to support each phase of development. The latter half of the book covers a wide range of A good book for students to use in an introductory One of the few books that is devoted to this particcourse on design. ular and rather specialized aspect of software design. The book makes good use of the concept of a taken from diverse areas.
The primary concern of this text is the development The instructor might find this a useful text to refer of formal specifications, with emphasis being to when looking at domain-specific issues.
placed upon the need to be able to relate design to specification. It contains chapters by a number of authors describing aspects and applications of VDM Interscience, 1983. ISBN 0-471-88503-7. in industry are also presented. Contains a useful A report produced by the Information Structures key word index at the end of the book.
Subgroup of the Dutch Database Club, which aims Essential collection of papers for the instructor.
to evaluate and compare a number of different deContains some useful reading material for students. SEI-CM-2-2. a description of COCOMO, which provides the framework for discussing a large number of issues Presents and illustrates a top-down, design-oriented that are important for both the design process and introduction to Ada, using a specially developed the design product.
graphical design notation (the structure graph). Presentation is oriented toward concurrent proAn essential reference text for both instructor and grams. student.
Recommended reading for the instructor. Good ma-
Booch87
terial for student reading and student class presentations.
Booch, G. R. This book can be regarded as being a classical pres- Prentice-Hall, 1985. ISBN 0-13-464868-4. entation of the problems that may be encountered in the development and management of a large softEssentially aimed at DP-style systems that are conware system. As such, it should be regarded as cerned with record management. Gives an overessential preliminary reading for anyone who has view of a number of methods based on a document little or no prior experience of programming-inlibrary problem. the-large, or who has not been involved in project management. The book contains many important lessons for the designer, presented in a particularly readable format. A large collection of papers covering basic con-A readable book on structured analysis and system cepts, analysis and specification, architectural despecification that covers data flow diagrams, data sign, data design, detailed design, and management dictionaries, and process specification.
issues. Includes several of the papers listed in this Good source material for the instructor. Recombibliography section. mended reading for students.
Should provide a useful source of material for the instructor and useful material for student tutorials.
Downs88
Downs E., P. Clare, and I. with a fully defined structure and terminology. This One of the more widely used books on structured book begins by describing the structure of the methsystems analysis. The book discusses some of the od, and then describes the activities that should be problems in analysis, reviews graphical tools, and associated with each of the phases, stages, steps, shows how the graphical tools fit together to make a and tasks involved. Written in a clear and readable logical model. Each tool is treated in detail, includstyle, this book makes good use of diagrams ing the data flow diagram. A structured system throughout.
development method that takes advantage of the The level of detail makes this book more suitable tools is presented. The importance of changeability for use by the instructor than by the student, unless and how it may be treated is also covered. SSADM is being used as the main topic of a course Essential instructor reading. Recommended student unit.
reading.
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Presents a formal approach to specification and verformat used for the book makes the examples parification of programs and to the use of abstract data ticularly clear and readable. types.
The level of detail provided makes this particularly The material of this book may be difficult for anysuitable for use as a source of material for the inone who lacks the necessary mathematical backstructor. ground or who is unfamiliar with the type of notation used. A useful summary of some major forms of diagrams A popular guide to programming style and to the that also provides a set of examples for a wide range organization and design of software tools. Strongly of diagrammatic forms. linked to the UNIX philosophy of providing small, Useful material for the instructor. independent tools and linking these together to produce more powerful tools tailored for specific pur-
Martin84
Millington81
poses. This book presents a box structure approach to the design of information systems, based upon the use Central theme is the design of mathematically corof "black box," "state machine," and "clear box" rect structured programs by the use of systematic structures. Management issues involved in the demethods of program analysis and synthesis.
Millington, D. Systems Analysis and Design for
sign process are included in the presentation, alInstructors may find this book useful for material on though the main emphasis is on the design transforstructured programming. Material may be appromation techniques involved. priate for student tutorials.
Mills88 Liskov86
Mills the software life cycle and human aspects of softThe first two chapters of this book give a very good ware engineering. Some emphasis on Ada. description of the software design process, viewed Good reading and source material for instructor. as a problem-solving process. The issues of design Suitable reading for students, although the ratio of representation are also discussed in some detail.
text to diagrams makes it rather heavy going in The later chapters on design methods are now a parts. little dated, in terms of the selection of methods used.
Sutcliffe88
This book contains a lot of useful material for the Sutcliffe, A. Jackson System Development. New instructor, and the student can benefit from using York: Prentice-Hall, 1988. ISBN 0-13-508128-9. the book as secondary support material.
A clear introduction to the concepts and use of JSD. A particularly useful feature is the inclusion of two
Peterson87a
worked examples at the back of the book. A clear summary of a rather complicated and Good source material for the teacher and a good powerful design method. As the method is still review article for use by students, too, although the evolving, the steps described are slightly different restricted domain of the example problem requires from those presented in Michael Jackson's book that it be supplemented in some way by lectures and System Development. further reading.
Rather too long and complicated for direct use by students, but a good source of material for the applications to databases, knowledge representacontrol system and a navigational/weather data coltion, and, most notably, the behavioural specificalection buoy. This paper also comments on the relation of complex concurrent systems using the tionship between this method and the JSD method.
Booch86
higraph-based language of statecharts. A useful source of material for the teacher and a An elegant and clearly-written paper discussing a
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